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Abstract

Middleware helps to integrate software that has to be written on different systems and in different programming languages -- middleware helps to bridge software boundaries. For many reasons there are now many different forms of middleware. Sometimes there is a natural choice of which to choose, while in other cases the choice comes down to personal or company preferences.

This tutorial positions the most popular forms of middleware, discussing the programming model, flexibilities, strengths and weaknesses of each. CORBA is explained first, in part because it was the first standardized and popular form of high level middleware, and in part because its scope encompasses the programming models of many other forms of middleware. Nevertheless, none of the middleware approaches is held to be preferred, instead each is presented with its own strengths and weaknesses.

CORBA concepts such as IDL, IORs, etc, are briefly explained, as well as flexibility aspects such as the POA, and quality of service aspects such as transactions, security, store and forward, and so on. Some design patterns are presented to guide typical usages. General middleware scalability implications are discussed, including performance, load balancing, fault tolerance, connection management, and so on.

Once this basis is set, other middleware solutions are introduced, including J2EE (including EJB distributed objects); web services (the latest kid on the middleware block); integration services (where message passing, routing, transformations and adapters are the key concepts); B2B middleware (which has to cater for web standards but also established and new standards such as EDI, Rossetenet and ebXML). The sum of the middleware selected will allow integration inside a company's systems, between companies, and across firewalls, that is across the edge of the network.

Case studies form an important part of the tutorial.
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